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Abstract In a Children of Twins (COT) design, the
environmental and genetic risk of a child is, in part,
dependent upon the status of the father and the father’s
cotwin. The logic of the COT method breaks down if the
zygosity of the twin pair is confounded with the environment provided to the child (a version of the Equal Environment Assumption, EEA). If MZ twin fathers see each
other more often than DZ twin fathers, and a child’s uncle
is the affected twin in discordant pairs, this could increase
the environmental risk of children of MZ over that of DZ
discordant twins. The current study was designed to test the
EEA in the COT design, specifically in children of alcohol
and drug dependent fathers. Results indicated that MZ
twins did have more contact than DZ twins. Regression
analyses were conducted to predict child externalizing
symptom counts from father’s zygosity group status, level
of contact with father’s cotwin, and their interaction.
Results found no significant interaction between father’s
zygosity and the higher level of cotwin contact (seen in MZ
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twins) in predicting several measures of offspring externalizing risk. The results of this study suggested that the
COT design does not confound zygosity with differences in
environmental risk exposure, findings that support the
validity of the EEA within this research context.
Keywords Children of twins  Children of alcoholics 
Equal environment assumption  Methodology

Introduction
Behavior genetic studies, which examine the influences of
genes and environment on behavior, have sometimes been
criticized for making assumptions about the environments
that different people experience. Most notably, in twin
research, the Equal Environments Assumption (EEA)
assumes that the differences in the shared environments of
fraternal (dizygotic, DZ) twin pairs is the same (in terms of
influences relevant to the phenotype under study) as the
differences in the environments of identical (monozygotic,
MZ) twin pairs. This assumption is of great importance for
the logic of the twin method. If MZ twins, who share all of
their genes, are more similar to one another than are DZ
twins, who share on average half of their (segregating)
genes, researchers assume that this is a result of their
greater genetic similarity. However, if MZ twins also have
more similar environments than do DZ twins, the veracity
of this conclusion is called into question and the impact of
genetic influences could be overestimated. Previous
research on the EEA, all of which has involved classic twin
designs, has produced findings that are consistent with this
assumption (e.g., Borkenau et al. 2002; Hettema et al.
1995; Lytton 1977; Morris-Yates et al. 1990; Plomin et al.
1976; Xian et al. 2000).
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Another method used to examine genetic and environmental influences on behavior is the Children of Twins
(COT) design, which can be especially important in evaluating the environmental impact of living with a disturbed
parent (see D’Onofrio et al. 2003; Jacob et al. 2001; Silberg
and Eaves 2004). Again, in any pair of MZ twins, both
twins have the same genes, and thus the same chance of
passing these genes onto their children. Given MZ twins
who are discordant for a given phenotype, such as alcohol
dependence (AD), only one member of the pair (the one
with AD) will also contribute to a child’s environmental
risk; that is, the children of only one of these twins will
grow up in a family with an alcoholic father. In these
families, the children who have an alcoholic uncle but an
unaffected father have the same genetic predispositions to
alcohol abuse as their cousins, but unlike their cousins,
they do not experience the environmental impact of
growing up with an alcoholic parent. Comparing the children of unaffected discordant twins to the children of
affected twins and the children of control twins (where
neither twin is affected) can disentangle genetic and
environmental influences (controlling for the mother’s
influences). Given the increasing use of the COT model, it
is important to examine the assumptions that lie behind the
comparisons that indicate genetic and environmental
effects on behavior. The current study examines a version
of the EEA that would affect conclusions made in COT
studies.
The extant COT literature (e.g., Duncan et al. 2008;
Haber et al. 2005; Jacob et al. 2003) has included examination of four basic risk groups: Group 1, father affected;
Group 2, father unaffected but MZ cotwin affected; Group
3, father unaffected but DZ cotwin affected; and Group 4,
controls with neither twin affected. Table 1 specifies the
genetic and environmental risk levels for the groups in the
COT design. Of interest to this examination are groups
with low environmental risk (Groups 2, 3, and 4 who have
an unaffected father), whose comparisons are informative
regarding genetic effects on behavior because the groups
only differ in level of genetic risk. Importantly, the comparisons between Groups 2, 3, and 4 assume equality of
environments between children in each of these groups.
However, past research has shown that MZ twins may have
more contact with one another than DZ twins. To the extent
that this is true, the children of unaffected MZ twins may
Table 1 Children of twins
design
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see their affected uncle more than the children of unaffected DZ twins (based on the likely assumption that twin
contact is associated with child–uncle contact). The former
(MZ) group would then have increased genetic and environmental risk compared to the latter (DZ) group, leading
to an inflated estimate of genetic effects. If the children of
the MZ twins see their affected uncle/aunt more often, the
critical question is whether this increased exposure influences the behavior of the child with respect to the outcomes
of interest. It is important to examine both aspects of this
logic in order to justify the conclusions made with COT
designs.
The current study examined the assumptions of the COT
design using twin contact as a proxy for the frequency/
amount of contact between a child and his/her MZ or DZ
uncle. The fathers’ group status was determined by
examining lifetime alcohol dependence (AD) and drug
dependence (DD) diagnoses of the twins. Several key
questions were asked: (1) Do MZ twins have more contact
than DZ twins? and (2) Do twins in Groups 2, 3, and 4 have
different amounts of contact? (e.g., Do MZ twins with an
AD/DD co-twin have more contact than DZ twins with an
AD/DD co-twin, and does the amount of contact differ for
these discordant pairs compared to the control twins?). If
these two questions were answered in the affirmative, a
third question of interest would be addressed: (3) Do these
group differences in father/uncle contact affect children’s
outcomes? If more frequent twin contact is associated with
more problems in the children, and this contact differs by
zygosity, the EEA would be violated and the conclusions of
COT studies must be called into question. We hypothesized
that neither the main effect of contact nor the interaction
between twin contact and group status would have an effect
on children’s outcomes, thereby supporting the validity of
the COT design.

Methods
Participants and procedures
The participants in the study were middle-aged male twin
veterans, their children, and the mothers of these children
who were part of the Family Twin Studies (FTS) project
that included the Children of Alcoholics study (COA;

Group Description

Genetic risk to child Environmental risk to child

1

Affected twins

High

High

2

Non-affected MZ twins, with affected co-twin High

Low

3

Non-affected DZ twins, with affected co-twin Moderate

Low

4

Control twins

Low

Low
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Jacob et al. 2003) and the Twins as Parents study (TAP, a
children of drug dependent fathers study; Duncan et al.
2008; Scherrer et al. 2008). In total, the intake assessments
for the two studies consisted of 1,295 COA twins and 725
TAP twins (1,774 twins total, since 246 families were in
both studies, including 953 MZ twins and 821 DZ twins);
1,329 COA offspring and 839 TAP offspring (1,919 children total, with an average age of 21.4); and 904 COA
mothers and 427 TAP mothers (1,202 mothers total).
All FTS twin participants were drawn from the Vietnam
Era Twin Registry (VETR) (Eisen et al. 1987; Henderson
et al. 1990), a registry where membership is not conditioned on having any medical or psychiatric disorder or any
treatment seeking behavior, and which has been shown to
be unbiased with regard to the demographic characteristics
of the US population (Goldberg et al. 1987). All registry
members were born between 1939 and 1957, and served in
the US military between 1965 and 1975. Pairs for the FTS
were selected according to a predetermined high-risk
sampling plan, such that AD and DD fathers (and their
co-twins) were oversampled. Further, selection was based
on the following criteria: (1) both twins completed the
1987 VETR enrollment survey and the 1992 Harvard Drug
Study (HDS; Tsuang et al. 1996) survey; (2) at least one
twin reported that he had children born between 1974 and
1988; and (3) at least one twin met criteria for a lifetime
diagnoses of DSM-III-R alcohol dependence (for COA) or
drug dependence (for TAP) (as determined by the HDS;
Tsuang et al. 1996), or both twins were part of a random
sample of non-substance dependent control pairs. Response
rates at data collection were quite similar across these two
studies (Scherrer et al. 2004; Duncan et al. 2008). With the
exception of the AD or DD selection criteria, both studies
used equivalent selection procedures and assessment
methods and batteries, thus supporting the planned merging
of these data. The initial data collections were conducted in
2000–2001 for the COA study and in 2002–2004 for the
TAP study. Data collection was independent of the investigators for both studies (as required by VETR policy) and
once human subjects approvals and proper consents were
obtained, fathers, mothers and offspring were interviewed
by telephone using an automated Computer Assisted
Telephone Interview (CATI) system which provided standardization of all interview questions and probes. More
information about the samples and recruitment can be
found in Jacob et al. (2003) and Duncan et al. (2008).
Comparison between high risk and normal control group
means in the original HDS data and in the COA and TAP
subsamples on selected sociodemographic variables were
consistent and verified representative sampling. Additionally, sample attrition studies were conducted for the separate
studies, and though some differences in non-participation
rates were found, attrition was not associated with sample
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selection criteria (i.e., father’s affected status; see Scherrer
et al. 2004; Duncan et al. 2008, for further information).
Of particular interest were differences observed in the
families of fathers who met criteria for AD compared to
DD. In Haber et al.’s (in press) report using this same
sample, 70% of twin fathers meeting criteria for DD also
met criteria for AD, thus demonstrating the high comorbidity of these disorders. As others have found (e.g., Dick
et al. 2007), in our sample comorbid AD and DD diagnoses
was related to issues of severity. In comparing sociodemographic characteristics, the families of DD fathers had
significantly lower paternal full-time employment, lower
household income, and higher rates of divorce compared to
normal controls, findings not observed in families with
paternal AD alone. Concerning psychopathology, both DD
and AD fathers exhibited higher internalizing and externalizing disorders compared to normal controls, and DD
father’s rates were consistently higher than AD father’s
rates. Mother’s patterns were similar in these families but
less severe. Thus, in this combined sample, a wide range of
alcoholism severity was represented from uncomplicated
AD to highly comorbid AD-DD. In the current study, this
wider range of severity tended toward maximizing the
impact of offspring contact with affected uncles as has been
reported with MZ versus DZ twins, and therefore provided a
more rigorous test of the EEA assumption.
Measures
Twin contact, as a proxy for child–uncle contact, was
assessed by telephone interview of the twins at the time of
the COT studies, as was based on two items: ‘‘How often do
you and your twin see each other?’’ and ‘‘How often do you
and your twin contact each other by letter, email, fax, or
phone?’’. Answers were given on a 7-point scale: 7 = live
together, 6 = almost every day, 5 = at least once a week,
4 = once or twice a month, 3 = a few times a year, 2 = less
often, or 1 = not at all. Individuals who said they lived with
their twin were not asked the ‘contact’ question, and were
automatically given a score of 7. Seven individuals did not
answer the contact questions. In the entire sample, scores
from the two questions correlated .65 (N = 1,765), and an
average of the two items was used in current analyses. If the
twin and his cotwin were both in the data, they should, by
definition, have reported the same score for the contact
questions. Of the 739 full twin pairs, only 41 (5.5%) differed
by more than one point on their average rating of see/contact
(no difference: 44.2%; one point difference: 50.2%). MZ
and DZ twins were about equally represented in the discrepant pairs (6.4 and 4.5%, respectively).
Father’s AD and DD status was determined by criteria
from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders IIIR (DSM-III-R; American Psychiatric Association
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1987), as assessed by the 1992 Harvard Drug Study telephone interview (Tsuang et al. 1996). Drug dependence
status was determined by collapsing diagnoses across 10
classes of illicit drugs.
For offspring outcomes, three major domains of externalizing behavior were selected for analyses: Alcohol
Dependence (AD), Conduct Disorder (CD), and Nicotine
Dependence (ND). Symptom counts of these variables were
established via DSM-IV criteria (American Psychiatric
Association 1994). Additionally, a total symptom count
variable (AD ? CD ? ND) was calculated to index total
externalizing problem behavior of the children.
The control variables of child gender, child age, father
age, father’s years of education, mother’s AD symptoms,
and a variable representing missing mother data were also
included in the regression analyses. Mother information
was missing for 90 of the children used in the study (that is,
children in Groups 2, 3, and 4, see below). Rather than
discarding the children with missing mother data from the
analyses, the missing mother AD symptom data was scored
as a zero, and an additional binary covariate identifying
missing mother information (versus having mother information) was added to account for missingness. In this way,
all data could be used but missing data patterns were also
controlled.
Classification
The families were sorted into groups based on the AD and
DD status of the father and his cotwin (from the Harvard
Drug Study) in order to represent different levels of genetic
and environmental risk associated with offspring outcomes
in COT designs (see Table 1). For the combined dataset,
families were classified into seven groups to account for
both AD and DD diagnoses. In all instances, a drug
dependence diagnosis took precedent over an alcohol
dependence diagnosis: that is, men with a DD diagnosis
were categorized as DD regardless of their alcohol status,
while men categorized as AD did not have drug dependence. Group 1-AD and Group 1-DD consisted of families
with a father affected with either AD or DD, respectively,
and therefore offspring had high genetic and high environmental risk. Group 2-AD and Group 2-DD consisted of
families with an MZ unaffected father but an AD or DD
(respectively) affected cotwin uncle. These offspring had
high genetic but low environmental risk. Group 3-AD and
Group 3-DD consisted of families with a DZ unaffected
father but an AD or DD (respectively) affected cotwin
uncle. Group 3 children have moderate genetic and low
environmental risk. Group 4 families were the control
families, where fathers and cotwin uncles had neither an
AD nor DD diagnosis and offspring had low genetic and
low environmental risk. See Haber et al. (in press) for
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further description and explanation of this 7-group design.
The focus of the current study was on the unaffected
fathers who had an affected cotwin and the control fathers
(Groups 2-AD, 2-DD, 3-AD, 3-DD, and 4), because these
groups shared the same low environmental risk but differed
in their level of genetic risk (high, moderate, low). Comparisons between the groups were thus informative about
genetic influences. (Families classified into Groups 1-AD
and 1-DD, who had high genetic and high environmental
risk, were not used in the current report. The comparison of
Group 1 to the other groups (especially Group 2) is most
informative about environmental effects. Additionally,
Group 1 is heterogeneous in that it includes families with
cotwin uncles of various AD/DD statuses, and is thus not
particularly informative with respect to the EEA.)
Analyses
The AD and DD distinctions in the classification scheme
were necessary only in the presence of sample selection
bias. The current dataset included two different studies that
selected cases on the basis of two different diagnoses (COA
selected for AD and TAP selected for DD). Given no
selection bias between these AD and DD groups, they could
be combined, and Groups 2 and 3 would include cotwins
with either an AD or DD diagnosis. Tests for selection bias
examined whether children with drug versus alcohol
dependent uncles differed in the severity of their problem
behavior for the outcomes of interest here. Within Group 2
and within Group 3, multivariate tests (MANOVAs) predicting the four child behavior outcomes (AD, CD, ND, and
total problem symptom counts) from the covariates (child
gender, child age, father age, father’s years of education,
and mother’s AD symptoms) and a dichotomous variable
representing the alcohol versus drug status of the cotwin
were conducted in SPSS. As well, separate regression
analyses examining selection bias for each child variable
were conducted in SAS using PROC Mixed (Littell et al.
1996) to account for the correlated nature of the data.
Conditional on these results, analyses were planned using
combined Groups 2 and 3, as well as Group 4.
To assess the differences in levels of contact between
MZ and DZ twins and between groups (Questions 1 and 2),
mean differences were tested in SAS, using PROC Mixed
(Littell et al. 1996) to account for the correlated nature of
the data (twin pairs and multiple children per family).
To investigate the effects of the differences in contact on
the children’s outcomes (Question 3), child outcomes were
regressed on AD/DD group status (using two categorical
variables to represent Groups 2, 3, and 4; with Group 4 as the
reference group), twin contact, and the contact by group
status interaction: Y = b0 ? b1(AD/DDa) ? b2(AD/DDb) ?
b3(Twin Contact) ? b4(Contact 9 AD/DDa) ? b5(Contact
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9 AD/DDb). These analyses were conducted via SPSS. To
approximate ANOVA results, group membership (AD/DDa
and AD/DDb) was coded via weighted effect codes (because
of unequal group sizes; West et al. 1996). In unweighted
effect codes, the control/base group (in this case, Group 4)
would be assigned a -1 for each dummy variable, with one
of the other groups given a ?1 code and the remaining group
given a 0. Weighted effect codes work similarly, except that
the values for the base group are weighted to reflect the size
of each group [i.e., -n2/n4, or -245/440, was the value given
to Group 4 (the base group) when Group 2 is the contrast
group coded a 1]. The effect of twin contact was then
interpreted as the weighted average of the slopes of the twin
contact effect for the three groups. Regression analyses were
completed in stages. First, all covariates were entered into
the model, then group status, twin contact, and the contact by
group status interaction were entered sequentially. For the
group status variable and the interaction between twin contact and group status, this involved adding two variables to
the regression equation [the two effect code variables that
represent the three AD/DD groups for the former effect
(regression coefficients b1 and b2) and the two interaction
terms for the latter effect (regression coefficients b4 and b5)].
The overall significance of each effect (group status, twin
contact, and their interaction), was tested by examining the
change in R2. Any significant difference in child outcomes
for each of the paired comparisons between the three AD/DD
groups (Group 2v3, 2v4, and 3v4) were tested via dummy
coding. All independent continuous variables were centered
in order to facilitate interpretation of the different effects.
Gender and missing mother information were coded via
weighted effect codes in order to compute the regression line
equations, so that the lines would be averaged across the all
participants (coding in this way affected only the constant in
the equation, not the coefficients for the various effects).
Because SPSS does not account for the correlated nature of
the data, additional regression analyses predicting child
outcomes from group status, twin contact, and their interaction were completed using only one child per father to
determine if multiple children per family influenced the
results. Conclusions drawn from analyses with the full
sample did not change, though with smaller sample sizes,
p values increased.

Sample descriptives and covariate characterization
The average age of the fathers was 51.9 years (SD = 2.9,
range = 43–61), with an average years of education of
14.0 (SD = 1.8). Of the 268 discordant twin uncles 67.2%
had AD only, 12.7% had DD only, 20.1% had comorbid
AD and DD. The average age of the children was
21.4 years (SD = 4.3, range = 12–32), and about half of
the children were female (51%). The number of AD
symptoms for the mother ranged from 0 to 7, with 10.1%
(N = 103) having three or more symptoms, 10.6%
(N = 108) with two symptoms, 19.4% (N = 198) with 1
symptom, and 59.6% (N = 609) with no symptoms (with 4
mothers missing AD information).
Do MZs see each other more than DZs?
For the twin fathers (i.e., the twins who had children also
enrolled in the study) in Groups 2, 3 and 4; the MZ twins
had more contact (M = 4.08, SD = 1.13, N = 276) than
the DZ twins (M = 3.55, SD = 1.11, N = 242), t(432) =
18.8, p \ .001.1

Results
Classification/selection bias
As described in Analyses, an
selection bias (i.e., differential
cotwin AD or DD status) was
differences in child outcomes

influenced by AD or DD selection in the study design. In
Group 2, 42 (29.5%) families were classified as Group
2-DD and 100 (70.4%) as Group 2-AD. In Group 3, 46
(36.5%) families were classified as Group 3-DD and 80
(63.5%) as Group 3-AD. The MANOVAs predicting the
four child behavior variables from the covariates and drug
versus alcohol group status were not significant for Group 2
(F(3,230) = 1.3, p [ .05) or Group 3 (F(3,204) = 1.7,
p [ .05). Separate regressions of each child behavior variable on the covariates and the drug/alcohol status variable
in SAS also resulted in non-significant coefficients for the
status variable in Groups 2 and 3 (p’s [ .05). Therefore,
the AD and DD groups could be combined in the current
study to create AD/DD Group 2 and AD/DD Group 3
without concern for selection bias.
Thus, this discordant twin pair model consisted of pairs
where one twin (the uncle) was diagnosed with either AD
and/or DD while the other twin (the father) had no AD/DD
diagnoses. In Group 2 (father unaffected, MZ cotwin AD/
DD), there were 142 fathers and 245 children. In Group 3
(father unaffected, DZ cotwin AD/DD), there were 126
fathers and 229 children. In Group 4 (controls), there were
251 fathers (135 MZ twins and 116 DZ twins) and 440
children. Though not used in the current report, in Group 1
(father has AD and/or DD) there were 587 fathers (318 MZ
twins and 269 DZ twins) with 1,003 children.

examination of possible
child behavior based on
necessary to insure that
were not systematically

1

Results did not differ when including Group 1 fathers or when
including the ‘‘non-fathers’’ in the FTS sample. When including all
FTS twins (all individuals in all four groups), the MZ twins’ mean
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Do twins in the four groups have different amounts
of contact?
In the sample of fathers, the AD/DD group differences in
twin contact were also significant, F(2,431) = 3.1, p \ .05,
with Group 2 (M = 3.9, SD = 1.1, N = 142) and Group 4
(M = 3.9, SD = 1.4, N = 250) having slightly higher levels
of contact than Group 3 (M = 3.6, SD = 1.2, N = 126).2
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parallel with one another. Although the lines on the graphs
were not parallel for Group 4 relative to Groups 2 and 3
(suggesting possible, though non-significant, interactions),
there is no main effect of contact shown across the three
groups. The level of problem behavior in children with
control fathers decreased slightly with contact, while the
level of child problem behavior in Groups 2 and 3 seemed to
increase slightly with more contact.

Do these group differences affect offspring outcomes?
Discussion
Results from the regression analyses are shown in Tables 2
and 3. As can be seen, neither the contact nor contact by
group interaction effects were significant in predicting
child outcomes. In contrast, group status was a significant
predictor of offspring total problem symptoms, AD
symptoms, and ND symptoms, with the Group 3 versus 2
difference significant for the former. Though not shown in
the table, child age was a significant predictor of all four
child outcomes, child gender was a significant predictor of
child AD symptoms, CD symptoms, and total problem
symptom counts, and mother AD symptoms was a significant predictor of child AD symptoms. That is, older
children, males, and children with mothers with more AD
symptoms had more behavior problems. Dropping the
covariates from the model changed the analytic results only
slightly: For all four child outcome variables, group status
became more significant, and for the child total problem
symptoms and alcohol symptoms, the contact by group
interaction effect tended towards significance.
Though the effects of contact and contact’s interaction
with group status were not significant, graphs were made of
the regression lines for each group in order to visualize
these effects. Figure 1 depicts the mean levels of child
outcome (AD, ND, CD, and problem symptom counts in the
four panels) for Groups 2 (MZ cotwin AD/DD), 3 (DZ
cotwin AD/DD), and 4 (controls). Coefficients for the
equations include control of the covariates (that is, assuming average child and father age, education, income, and
mother symptoms and averaged across gender). Visual
inspection of the lines suggested that Groups 2 and 3 are
Footnote 1 continued
level of contact was 4.1 (SD = 1.2, N = 945), which was significantly higher than the mean level of contact for DZ twins (M = 3.6,
SD = 1.2, N = 820; t(1,022) = 53.8, p \ .0001).
2
For the entire sample of twins (including ‘‘non-fathers’’), Group 2
(MZ twins with an AD co-twin) and Group 4 (controls) had more
contact than Group 3 (DZ twins with an AD co-twin),
F(2,646) = 9.7, p \ .001. The mean level of contact was 3.8
(SD = 1.1, N = 389) for Group 4, 4.0 (SD = 1.1, N = 228) for
Group 2, and 3.5 (SD = 1.2, N = 204) for Group 3. Also, though not
key to the current analyses, the mean level of contact for AD twins
(Group 1) was 3.9 (SD = 1.2, N = 941) for the entire sample and 3.8
(SD = 1.2, N = 585) for the twins with children.
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The current study found that MZ twins had more contact
with one another compared to DZ twins, but that degree of
contact did not affect child outcomes in such a way that
would invalidate the conclusions drawn from COT studies.
One might expect that if a child has more contact with an
affected, alcoholic or drug dependent uncle, this risky
environment would confer higher risk of behavior problems on that child. This did not seem to be the case, since
contact was not a significant predictor of child outcome. As
well, the amount of contact between father and uncle did
not significantly interact with alcohol/drug diagnosis group
status to predict child outcomes. Interestingly, the largest
change in child behavior with increasing levels of contact
occurred in the control families (as seen in Fig. 1). Here,
when fathers and uncles did not have AD/DD, more contact
between the twins slightly reduced the amount of child
problem behavior. This effect might represent better
overall family functioning or family cohesion in nonaffected families, as indicated by the increased contact. The
typical concern with regard to COT designs, however, is a
possible environmental difference between Groups 2 and 3;
a difference that was not supported here. Though the current study was exploratory in nature and more needs to be
done to thoroughly test the EEA, the results support the
conclusion that the Children of Alcohol/Drug dependent
Twins research design does not violate the EEA and that
genetic effects are not confounded by environmental risk as
might be conferred by an AD/DD MZ or DZ cotwin uncle.
That is, MZ-DZ differences in the environmental exposure
of a child to an AD/DD cotwin uncle are not confounded
with genetic effects on the child’s outcomes.
With respect to how these results relate to genetic
influence on child behavior, we do find an effect of group
status on child behavior (the only significant effect in the
regression analyses), as one would expect based on previous
COT studies (e.g., Haber et al. 2005; Jacob et al. 2003;
Slutske et al. 2008). For example, the parallel lines for
Group 2 and Group 3 suggest a genetic effect on child
outcome that does not change with increasing contact with
the affected uncle. Though any interpretation of a contact
by group status interaction (e.g., non-parallel lines) should
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Table 2 Regression coefficients and significance for alcohol/drug group, twin contact, and group 9 contact interaction effects on child problem
behavior, with regression equation: Y = b0 ? b1(AD/DDa) ? b2(AD/DDb) ? b3(Twin Contact) ? b4(Contact 9 AD/DDa) ? b5(Contact 9
AD/DDb)
Effect

Child outcome variable
Child AD symptoms

Child ND symptoms

Child CD symptoms

Problem index

b (SE)

Beta

p

b (SE)

Beta

p

b (SE)

Beta

p

b (SE)

Beta

p

b1: AD/DD group 3 vs. 2a

-.21 (.14)

-.06

.15

-.21 (.15)

-.06

.16

-.34 (.14)

-.10

.01

-.76 (.33)

-.09

.02

a

-.37 (.12)

-.12

.002

-.43 (.13)

-.13

.001

-.19 (.12)

-.06

.11

-1.0 (.28)

-.14

\.001

b1: AD/DD group 3 vs. 2a

-.22 (.14)

-.06

.12

-.23 (.15)

-.06

.13

-.35 (.14)

-.10

.01

-.81 (.33)

-.09

.01

b2: AD/DD group 4 vs. 2a

-.37 (.12)

-.12

.003

-.43 (.13)

-.13

.001

-.18 (.12)

-.06

.12

-.99 (.28)

-.13

\.001

b3: Twin contact

-.05 (.05)

-.04

.24

-.07 (.05)

-.05

.17

-.06 (.04)

-.04

.18

-.18 (.10)

-.06

.09

b1: AD/DD group 3 vs. 2a

-.20 (.14)

-.05

.17

-.22 (.15)

-.06

.15

-.34 (.14)

-.10

.01

-.76 (.33)

-.08

.02

b2: AD/DD group 4 vs. 2a
b3: Twin contactb

-.36 (.12)
-.06 (.05)

-.11
-.04

.004
.21

-.42 (.13)
-.07 (.05)

-.13
-.05

.001
.16

-.18 (.12)
-.06 (.04)

-.06
-.05

.14
.17

-.97 (.28)
-.18 (.10)

-.13
-.06

.001
.08

MODEL 1
b2: AD/DD group 4 vs. 2
MODEL 2

MODEL 3

b4: Interaction 1c

.04 (.12)

.02

.72

-.02 (.13)

-.01

.88

.02 (.12)

.01

.85

.03 (.28)

.01

.90

b5: Interaction 2c

-.15 (.11)

-.07

.18

-.14 (.11)

-.06

.24

-.11 (.10)

-.06

.29

-.39 (.25)

-.08

.11

AD alcohol dependence, DD drug dependence, ND nicotine dependence, CD conduct disorder. Child age, child gender, father age, father income,
father education, mother’s AD symptoms, and missing mother data variables are also in the model
a

AD/DD group effects reported are for dummy coded variables, instead of weighted effect codes with Group 4 as the reference group, so that the
Group 2 versus Group 3 effect size could be shown

b

The twin contact effect is a test of the weighted average of the contact slopes, from a regression equation with weighted effect codes for the
alcohol/drug groups, instead of the dummy coded variables given in the table

c

Interaction 1 refers to the interaction between AD/DD group 3 versus 2 and Twin Contact, while Interaction 2 refers to the interaction between
AD/DD group 4 versus 2 and Twin contact

Table 3 Effect (change in variance accounted for) of twin contact, alcohol/drug group, and the contact 9 group interaction on child outcomes
Effect

Child outcome variable
Child AD
a

2

Alcohol/drug group
Twin contactb

Contact 9 group interaction
2

Total R of full model

a

Child ND

Child CD

DR = .01, p \ .01

DR = .01, p = .05

DR2 = .01, p \ .01

DR2 = .00, p = .24

DR2 = .00, p = .17

DR2 = .00, p = .18

DR2 = .00, p = .09

2

2

Problem index

DR = .01, p = .01
2

2

2

DR = .00, p = .16

DR = .00, p = .42

DR = .00, p = .38

DR2 = .00, p = .14

.12

.06

.10

.13

2

DR indicates the amount that the variance accounted for increased when the specified effect was added to the model
The Alcohol Group effect was added to a base model that included the covariates
a

Two terms were added to the model for these effects (see equation and explanation in text)

b

Test of the weighted average of the contact slopes

be taken with caution since interaction effects were not
significant, possibly interesting effects can be seen for child
AD symptoms. Here, the smaller difference between the
Group 2 and Group 3 lines at higher levels of contact may
suggest smaller genetic effects on child behavior with more
uncle contact, while the increasing difference between
Group 4 and Groups 2 and 3 with increasing contact suggest
stronger genetic influence on child behavior with more
contact. The effect that family contact with an affected twin

uncle may have on the heritability of child behavior should
be investigated further. Clearly, past research has shown
that child/adolescent behavior, including conduct problems
and alcohol use, are genetically influenced (e.g., Haber et al.
2005; McGue et al. 2001; Saudino et al. 2005), and the
current study supports this conclusion.
Several limitations of the current study deserve note.
First, a measure of twin contact was used as a proxy for
child-uncle contact, which was an indirect measure of
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child CD symptoms

2

A

1.5
1
0.5
0
-2

-1

0

1

B

1.5
1
0.5
0
-2

2

C

1.5
1
0.5
0
-1

0

1

2

twin contact (centered)
Group 2: affected MZ uncle

environmental risk. It is unknown if twin contact actually
leads to child-uncle contact. Additionally, twin contact was
assessed when the children were age 12–32, and it is
unknown whether the twins had more or less contact when
the offspring were younger. For the older offspring in the
sample, this could be especially problematic given the
uncle contact variable is coded based on the twin father’s
contact with the uncle but the offspring is no longer living
at home with his/her father.
Second, it is acknowledged that confirming the null
hypothesis does not provide the strongest approach to
hypothesis testing (e.g., Cohen 2001). Given the finding
that twin contact did not have a main effect on child
behavior, it seems unlikely that twin contact is a strong
environmental variable in these data. However, the results
are also consistent with the conclusion that the environment truly does not effect child’s behavior.
Third, the COT design of this report used children of
alcohol and drug dependent men. Other COT designs are
also of interest (e.g., children of depressed individuals,
smokers, divorce; D’Onofrio et al. 2007; Duncan et al. 2008;
Sartor et al. 2008; Scherrer et al. 2008) where more work
on environmental assumptions should be completed. An
affected uncle/aunt with major depression or another mental
health disorder might confer more or less environmental risk
when a child has more (or less) contact with that relative.
Finally, the current study only assessed problem behavior classified as externalizing behaviors. Though it seems
likely that the strongest effects of uncle alcohol use
behavior would be within the externalizing domain, effects
could be extended across domains into internalizing symptoms or personality.

-1

0

1

2

twin contact (centered)
child problem symptoms

2

-2
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2

twin contact (centered)
child ND symptoms

Fig. 1 Regression lines for
each child outcome variable:
Panel A, child alcohol
dependence symptoms; Panel B,
child conduct disorder
symptoms; Panel C, child
nicotine dependence symptoms;
and Panel D, child problem
symptoms. Lines are based on
average values for the
covariates. Note the different
scale on the y-axis for problem
symptoms. The actual range of
twin contact was from -2.8 to
3.2

Behav Genet (2010) 40:533–541
child AD symptoms

540

5

D

4
3
2
1
0
-2

-1

0

1

2

twin contact (centered)
Group 3: affected DZ uncle

Group 4: controls

Behavior genetic designs are informative about genetic
and environmental influence on behavior, but the logic
behind the designs only holds when certain assumptions are
valid. The EEA is one of those key assumptions, where
environmental similarity is assumed to be constant across
certain pairs of individuals. In the COT design, it is
assumed that children of fathers in Groups 2, 3, and 4 all
have the same ‘‘low’’ environmental risk for disorder. The
current study provides evidence that, in part, supports the
validity of this assumption in COT designs; more investigations of this type are needed, however, to better establish
the validity of the EEA in COT research designs.
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